The Advocate
Renewal House, Fall 2019

Abuser Profiles
Taken from Lundy Bancroft’s groundbreaking book; Why Does He Do That?
Inside The Minds Of Angry and Controlling
Men

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER
“Tremendous variation exists among
abusive styles. Your abusive partner
may be of a type I haven’t encountered
yet, but that doesn’t make him any less
real. Many men are mixtures of
different aspects.”
“An abuser may change so much from
day to day that he couldn’t belong to
any type. This style of abuser is so
unpredictable that his partner can
never make sense out of what she is
living with.”
“An abuser of any type can have days
when he turns loving, attentive, and
thoughtful. At these times, you may
feel that his problem has finally gone
away and that the relationship will
return to its rosy beginning. However,
abuse always comes back eventually
unless the abuser has dealt with his
abusiveness.”
MR. RIGHT
Mr. Right considers himself the
ultimate authority on every subject
under the sun; you might call him Mr.
Always Right. He speaks with absolute
certainty, brushing your opinions aside
like annoying gnats. He seems to see
the world as a huge classroom, in
which he is the teacher and you are his
student. He finds little of value in your
thoughts or insights, so he seeks to
empty out your head and fill it up with
his jewels of brilliance. When Mr. Right
sits in one of my groups for abusive
men, he often speaks of his partner as
if she were in danger from her own
idiocy and he needs to save her from
herself. Mr. Right has difficulty speaking to his partner—or about her—
without a ring of condescension in his
voice. And in a conflict his arrogance
gets even worse.
Mr. Right’s superiority is a convenient
way for him to get what he wants.
When he and his partner are arguing

about their conflicting desires, he turns
it into a clash between Right and Wrong
or between Intelligence and Stupidity.
He ridicules and discredits her
perspective so that he can escape
dealing with it. Here is a conversation I
had with a Mr. Right whom I worked
with in one of my abuser groups:

money simply isn’t there. Gwen
obviously thinks differently. Where
does she think the money should
come from?

BANCROFT: Pat, do you have any
abusive behaviors to report from this
past week?

BANCROFT: But she must have
been making points about it. What
was she saying?

PAT: Well, I did yell at Gwen once and
called her a bitch. We were fighting
about money, as usual.

PAT: Oh, I don’t know…She says
we should sell our car and get a shit
box, which would just end up costing
us more in the long run, plus I don’t
want to deal with it.

BANCROFT: What was Gwen’s
perspective in the argument?
PAT: She thinks money grows on trees.
BANCROFT: Gwen said that money
grows on trees?
PAT: Well no, not just like that. But
that’s how she acts.
BANCROFT: Let’s try again. What was
she saying in the argument?
PAT: She thinks we have enough
money to get both of the children whole
new sets of clothes. But we just bought
all new stuff for them only a few weeks
ago. And we just don’t have it in the
bank right now.

PAT: I already told you, she wants
me to be a magician who can just
make it appear.

BANCROFT: What do you drive
now?
PAT: A Saab.
BANCROFT: Let me guess. She
would like to trade the Saab in on a
reliable car that has lower monthly
payments, cheaper parts, and fewer
repair bills.
PAT: Yeah, that’s what I said, a shit
box.

BANCROFT: So her memory is different
from yours. Did she say why she thinks
it was earlier?

What Pat revealed in this exchange
was that each time Gwen attempts
to stand up for herself or put forth
her views, he twists her statements
to make them sound absurd. Notice
how long it took me to drag out of
him what Gwen’s opinions actually
were. Gwen naturally came out
feeling stifled by Pat, as there was
nothing she could do to get her
views heard and be taken seriously.
Part of why Pat is convinced that
Gwen is stupid is that he is so exaggeratedly certain of his own wisdom
and clarity. Since she continues to
disagree with him, he takes that as
proof of her foolishness.

PAT: Of course not, she’s…Well, maybe she said something about how she
remembers she paid the credit card bill
for those clothes while the children were
still in school. But she’s wrong.

When Mr. Right decides to take
control of a conversation, he
switches into his Voice of Truth,
giving the definitive pronouncement
on what is the correct answer or the

BANCROFT: Does Gwen agree that the
last round of shopping was only a few
weeks ago?
PAT: No, she says it was four months
ago, at the beginning of the summer,
which is a crock. I can remember that
the summer was more than half over.

BANCROFT: Now, you said that the

Continued on page 5
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October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month

Domestic Violence Awareness Month
October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month in New York State
and across the nation.
It is a time for collective action, a time
for communities to unite and mourn
those who have died as a result of
abuse, celebrate those who have
survived, connect those who work to
end violence, and raise public
awareness about domestic violence.

This year, the national Wear Purple
Day is Thursday, October 24th.
You can wear purple any day during
the month, or all month long! Please
tell people why ending domestic
violence is important to you. You could
even turn it into a fundraiser for
Renewal House. Please join us in any
way you can. Tell us (Renewal House)
what you’re doing by posting on our
Facebook page or send us an email at

renewalhouse@verizon.net. You could
be helping to save a life. Don’t fail to
act!
Renewal House will have
information tables set up during the
month at: Department of Social
Services, in the County Court House
lobby and at Community Bank, Main
Street in Canton.

Annual Dinner—October 16th, with Silent Auction fundraiser
We invite the community to join us on
Wednesday, October 16th at the
Gran-View Restaurant in Ogdensburg
for our annual recognition dinner.
Cocktails will begin at 5:30 p.m. with
dinner served at 6:30 p.m. Our
program, Creating Hope for the
Future, will immediately follow.
The cost is $50 per plate and the
entree choices are:
Prime Rib
Roasted Stuffed Boneless Breast of
Chicken
Broiled Seafood Platter (shrimp, sea
scallops and haddock)
Vegetarian (grilled confit portabella
mushroom or a pasta dish)
Please let us know your dinner choice
when you reserve your seat.
Guest speaker: Lillian M Moy
Lillian M Moy has been the Executive
Director of the Legal Aid Society of
Northeastern New York since 1995.
She is a 1974 graduate of Hunter
College of the City University of New
York and a 1981 graduate of Boston
University School of Law. She is a
member of the Board of Directors of
the Albany Medical Center and a past
Board member of CARES and the
Homeless and Travelers Aid Society.
Ms. Moy is a nationally recognized
leader, writer and trainer in the civil
legal aid community. Her particular
areas of expertise are leadership
development and diversity. She is

past Chair of the NLADA’s Civil Policy
Group and a former member of the
Board of the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association. Ms. Moy is Chair
of the ABA’s Coalition on Racial & Ethnic
Justice and is a past member of the
ABA’s SCLAID, Pro Bono and Public
Service Committee, and the Legal
Access Job Corps Task Force. She also
serves on several NYSBA committees
and is a former member of the Pride
Center of the Capital Region’s
Governance Committee.
Ms. Moy has been honored by the
National Organization of Legal Services
Workers, the Albany-Colonie Regional
Chamber of Commerce, the Asian
American Bar Association of New York,
the Schenectady County Bar
Association, the New York State Bar
Association and the Catholic Charities
Housing Office. Lillian was the recipient
of the New York State Bar Association’s
Diversity Trailblazer Award for 2013.
Lillian lives in Albany, New York, and
has two daughters and a newly born
granddaughter.
Honoree: Legal Aid Society of
Northeastern New York
In the fall of 2002, Renewal House was
invited to become a partner with the
Legal Aid Society of Northeastern NY
along with the advocacy group in Clinton
and Essex Counties. We then became a
partner with several other agencies in
the northeast region. Of course there
was funding attached to this wonderful
partnership and opportunity through the
Legal Assistance for Victims’ Grant
Program. We agreed to provide

outreach and referrals to Legal Aid to
increase the availability of quality
representation for victims of domestic
violence and stalking. We have been a
partner ever since.
In 2018, agencies across the state that
have existing contracts with the NYS
Office of Victims Services were given
the opportunity to apply for funding in
support of Attorney Services. Renewal
House was awarded a contract. Legal
Aid became a sub-contractor to
Renewal House staffing an attorney
who is available to represent crime
victims for the next 5 years! One
hundred percent of this attorney’s time
will be providing free legal services for
crime victims who seek services at
Renewal House.
Renewal House will honor Legal Aid
Society of Northeastern New York for
its role in providing free civil legal
services to victims in St. Lawrence
County and for Creating Hope for the
Future.
Please RSVP by October 10th.
If you are interested in reserving a
table of 8, please call or email Ilene
at 315-379-9845 or
renewalhouse@verizon.net
A silent auction will be taking place
throughout the evening. Remember,
this is a fundraising event!
Renewal House accepts cash or
checks only.

Adopt a Family during the Holiday Season. Call 315-379-9845 for details.
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Community Support
Donor Appreciation Report

Thank you for your support!

ACCO Brands USA

Foster, Selma

Pagel, Jane and Carl

Agarwal, Ravinder and Barbara

Furgal, Michael and Patricia

Phalon, Timothy and Theresa

AGC Community Service, SUNY

Gagnon, Patrick and Patricia

Pinto Mucenski Hooper

Potsdam
Alpha Kappa Psi, Clarkson
University
Alzo, Nancy and Mike

Glover, Patricia

Van House & Co.

Goldstein, Edward

Ragan, Avis

Grace United Women’s Methodist

Revet, Hillary

Church

Robidoux, Barbara

Arnold, M.

Greene, Ann

Robinson, Beverly

Ayotte, Judy

Harloe, Bart and Margaret

Rosenbarker, Sharon

Bailey, Susan

Hayden, Susan and Daniel

Ryan, Sharon

Baldino, Deborah

Healthy Community Alliance

Sauter, Jacqueline

Baltus, Ruth

Helping Hands of Potsdam

Schwartz, Jackie

Barney, Ray

Heuvelton AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary

Scruggs, D.D.S., Carl

Beattie, John

Hourihan, Shirley

Seymour, Michael

Bella-Brooke Vineyard & Winery

Jenne, Tina

Sitts, Christine

Besaw, Kurt

Jones, Lawrence and Judith

Smith, Bruce and Rosalie

Best Friends Thrift Store

Jones, Dennis and Nancy

Smith, Marina and Ben

Bigwarfe, Brooks

Joyce, Terri and Michael

Spadaccini, Beth

Boswell, Kathryn

Kahn, Sharon

St. Lawrence central Honors English

Carberry, J. L. and A. M.

King, Loris

St. Lawrence County Probation Dept.

Cheney, Madisyn

Kirwan, Susan

St. Lawrence Federal Credit Union

Christy, Richard and Michele

Kissam, Walter and Carol

SUNY’s Got Your Back

Clarkson Society of Women

Kreuzer, Ruth and Larry

TJ Toyota Northern Automotive Group

Engineers

Lapoint, Margie and Frederick

The Brookmar Fund

Claxton-Hepburn Foundation, Inc.

Larsen, Ronald and Joan

Troop 50223 Girl Scouts

College Association, Inc.

Lawrence, Thomas and Kathleen

United Methodist Women

Dalton, Catherine

MAASV—St. Lawrence University

United Methodist Women—Canton

Dalton, Mark

Maginn, Richard and Carol

Wall, Greg and Phyllis

Davis, Carol and Gary

Marr, Laurie

Wallace, Judy and Jim

Day, R. W. And M. S.

Matteson, R. S. and B. A.

Watson, Brian

Degroat, Judith

McIntosh, Marion

White, Sharon and James

Dekalb Junction United Methodist

Nicandri, Eugene and Lois

White, Carolyn

Norman, Ann

Wong, Rich

Northern Flow District United

Wyckoff, Katherine and Peter

Church
Deloney, Lenette
Delta Kappa Gamma

Methodist Women

Young, Thomas and Suella

Derouchie, Daniel

Northside Community Church

Zeta Gamma Sigma Sorority

Distasio, Amanda

Opdyke, Carol and Timothy

Zonta Club of Ogdensburg

Fleury, Kathleen

Outlaw, Desiree

Renewal House recognizes the businesses, organizations, and community members who generously
support the adults and children who seek services at Renewal House by donating money, items, or time.
The names listed on this report are from donations received since our last newsletter.
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Services

Services Offered at Renewal House
Renewal House provides a variety
of services for victims of domestic
violence and sexual assault in St.
Lawrence County. All services are
free and confidential. Services
include:
24–hour Crisis Hotline: Staff
and volunteers are available 24
hours a day by calling
315-379-9845.
Regular office hours are 8 am 5 pm, Monday through Friday.
If it is not an emergency and you
would like to leave a message,
call 315-379-9878. We will get
back to you as soon as possible.
Individual Counseling/Emotional
Support: Short-term individual
counseling in a non-judgmental
atmosphere that acknowledges a
person’s ability and right to make
choices. Help is available to
consider options and plan for
safety. Home visits are provided
if needed.
Support Group: A facilitated
self-help group for victims and
survivors of domestic violence
providing mutual support and
understanding from others who
have been abused and who share
something in common. It has
helped many victims feel less
isolated, get useful information,
and develop a safety plan.
Transportation is provided if
needed.
Board of Directors

Economic Empowerment
Program: Staff facilitate Moving
Ahead Through Financial
Management, a 5-module
economic empowerment
curriculum designed to identify
and address financial abuse,
develop budgeting strategies, and
encourage financial security and
independence.
Children’s Program:
Recreational/Support Group to
help children understand what
abuse is and to give them a safe
space to talk about their feelings.
Children are reassured that the
abuse is not their fault. Individual
counseling is also provided.

Advocacy: Assistance in
obtaining orders of protection,
pressing criminal charges, and
working with law enforcement.
We also help in obtaining
emergency assistance from
Department of Social Services,
Office of Victim Services and
other community programs.

SUNY Canton, Thursdays,
9—5pm, Payson Hall, Room 207

Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiners: Specially trained
medical professionals providing
compassionate, knowledgeable
assistance to a victim of sexual
assault.

Marina Smith
Executive Director

Stephanie Gilbert, Vice-President

Ilene Burke

Kyle
Annie

Natasha Hill, Secretary
Mary Coakley, Treasurer

Program Director

Julia

Lee Scaggs

Shari Fawcett

Alondra

Ann Petroccione
JoAnn Rogers

Student Health and Counseling
Center (SHAC), Suite 1300
SUNY Potsdam, Wednesdays,
9—5pm, Van Housen Ext,
Room 390

Alan Mulkin, President

Kimberley Trombley

Campus Advocacy
Our Campus Advocate provides
direct service, trainings, and
presentations for all colleges in
St. Lawrence County. We are
currently at four colleges that are
generously sharing their space
with us:
Clarkson University, Tuesdays,
8:30—4:30pm, Education
Resource Center (ERC),

Safe Housing: 24–hour intake
for emergency, temporary shelter
for domestic violence victims.

Brandy

Marnie Salisbury

Community Education and
Outreach: Presentations are
available for any public or private
group, school, business, or
agency.

STAFF
Valarie
Shannon

Shiela
Jackie
Brooke
Viviana

St. Lawrence University, Fridays,
9—5pm, Bewkes Science Hall,
Room 323
SUNY College of Environmental
Science and Forestry. Although
we do not have a dedicated
space, we are currently providing
training to all students, staff and
faculty. All services are available
upon request.
Renewal House prohibits the discrimination or harassment of any person based on
race, sexual orientation, gender, gender
identity or expression, religion and national
origin.

Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiners (SANE)
Coordinator
Darlene Lynch
Emmy Stevenson
Kelly LeCuyer
Michelle Chartier
Mackenzie Palmer
Volunteers and Interns
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Abuser Profiles
Abuser Profiles continued...
proper outlook. Abuse counselors call
this tactic defining reality. Over time,
his tone of authority can cause his
partner to doubt her own judgment
and come to see herself as not very
bright. I notice how often I am
speaking with the intelligent-sounding
partner of one of my clients, only to
have her say to me: I’m not that smart.
The abuser wants her to doubt her
mental abilities in this way, so that he
can control her better.
Besides knowing all about the world,
Mr. Right is also an expert on your life
and how you should live it. He has the
answers to your conflicts at work, how
you should spend your time, and how
you should raise your children. He is
especially knowledgeable about your
faults, and he likes to inventory what
is wrong with you, as if tearing you
down were the way to improve you.
He may seem to enjoy periodically
straightening you out in front of other
people to humiliate you, thereby
establishing his unquestionable
intellectual superiority. When Mr.
Right’s partner refuses to defer to his
sophisticated knowledge, he is likely
to escalate to insulting her, calling her
names, or mocking her with imitation.
If he’s still not satisfied that he has
brought her down low enough, he may
reach for bigger guns, such as ruining
evening plans, leaving places without
her, or saying bad things about her to
other people. If he is physically
assaultive, then this is the time he
may throw things, raise fists, or attack
violently. In short, Mr. Right finds
some way to ensure that his partner
regrets her insistence on having her
own mind.
Mr. Right in some respects is a less
violent and frightening version of the
Drill Sergeant, but Mr. Right’s control
tends to be especially focused on
telling his partner how to think. His
partner feels suffocated by his control,
as if he were watching her every move
under a microscope.
Mr. Right tries to sanitize his bullying
by telling me I have strong opinions,
or I like debating ideas. This is like a
bank robber saying, I’m interested in
financial issues. Mr. Right isn’t

interested in debating ideas; he wants
to impose his own.
The central attitudes driving Mr. Right
are:
- You should be in awe of my
intelligence and should look up to me
intellectually. I know better than you do,
even about what’s good for you.
- Your opinions aren’t worth listening to
carefully or taking seriously.
- The fact that you sometimes
disagree with me shows how sloppy
your thinking is.
- If you would just accept that I know
what’s right, our relationship would go
much better. Your own life would go
better, too.
- When you disagree with me about
something, no matter how respectfully
or meekly, that’s mistreatment of me.
- If I put you down for long enough,
some day you’ll see.
MR. SENSITIVE
Mr. Sensitive appears to be the
diametric opposite of the Drill
Sergeant. He is soft-spoken, gentle,
and supportive—when he isn’t being
abusive. He loves the language of
feelings, openly sharing his
insecurities, his fears, and his
emotional injuries. He hugs other men.
He may speak out about the absurdity
of war, or the need for men to get in
touch with their feminine side. Perhaps
he attends a men’s group or goes on
men’s retreats. Often he has participated extensively in therapy or twelvestep programs, or reads all the big selfhelp books, so he speaks the language
of popular psychology and introspection. His vocabulary is sprinkled with
jargon like developing closeness,
working out our issues, and facing up
to hard things about myself. He
presents himself to women as an ally in
the struggle against sex-role limitations.
To some women, he seems like a
dream come true.
So what’s wrong with this picture?
Nothing obvious yet. But this is
exactly the problem: Mr. Sensitive

wraps himself in one of the most
persuasive covers a man can have. If
you start to feel chronically mistreated
by him, you are likely to assume that
something is wrong with you, and if you
complain about him to other people,
they may think you must be spoiled: You
have the New Age man, what more do
you want?
The following dynamics are typical of a
relationship with Mr. Sensitive and may
help explain your feeling that something
has gone awry:
1. You seem to be hurting his feelings
constantly, though you aren’t sure why,
and he expects your attention to be
focused endlessly on his emotional
injuries. If you are in a bad mood one
day and say something unfair or insensitive, it won’t be enough for you to give
him a sincere apology and accept
responsibility. He’ll go on and on about
it, expecting you to grovel as if you had
treated him with profound cruelty.
(Notice the twist here: This is just what
an abuser accuses his partner of doing
to him, when all she is really looking for
is a heartfelt I’m sorry.)
2. When your feelings are hurt, on the
other hand, he will insist on brushing
over it quickly. He may give you a
stream of pop-psychology language
(Just let the feelings go through you,
don’t hold on to them so much, or It’s all
in the attitude you take toward life, or No
one can hurt you unless you let them) to
substitute for genuine support for your
feelings, especially if you are upset
about something he did. None of these
philosophies applies when you upset
him, however.
3. With the passing of time, he
increasingly casts the blame on to you
for anything he is dissatisfied with in his
own life; your burden of guilt keeps
growing.
4. He starts to exhibit a mean side that
no one else ever sees and may even
become threatening or intimidating.
Mr. Sensitive has the potential to turn
physically frightening, as any style of
abuser can, no matter how much he
may preach nonviolence. After an
aggressive incident, he will speak of his
actions as anger rather than as abuse,
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as though there were no difference
between the two. He blames his
assaultive behavior on you or on his
emotional issues, saying that his
feelings were so deeply wounded that
he had no other choice.
Many people reject the possibility that
Mr. Sensitive could be an abuser. I
ran into this disbelief one weekend
when I was leading a training course
on emotional recovery, as I
periodically do. My workshops focus
partly on the healing effects of crying
and so tend to be attended by more
women than men. The males who do
come have included many of the most
wonderful men it has been my good
fortune to know, as well as a handful
of the biggest manipulators. A few
years ago, a participant named
Deanna approached me anxiously
before a workshop. She explained
that an ex-partner of hers named
Brad had called her a few days ahead
of the workshop to tell her he was
attending the same weekend. She
was uncomfortable and told him that if
he showed up she would leave. He
promised not to bother her, though,
and said he would not bring up their
relationship in any way. He was
coming with his new girlfriend, which
eased Deanna’s worries.
I spent some time talking with Brad as
the workshop was starting, without
mentioning Deanna, and he seemed
likeable, kind, and—what can I say?
—sensitive. However, I observed
within a few hours that he was in fact
speaking to other people about his
past with Deanna and getting them
riled up about her running away from
their unresolved issues. On Sunday
morning, he finally provoked a scene
about their relationship in front of the
full workshop, which was humiliating
to Deanna.
The story does not end there. I called
a break, and took Brad aside. I told
him that it was my understanding that
he had agreed not to raise these
issues and that it had become
obvious to me that he had come for
the weekend with the intention of
doing precisely what he had promised
not to. I went on to point out that he
had taken Deanna’s weekend away
from her and that I considered this
kind of power move to be abuse,

Why Does He Do That?
especially since it was directed at an expartner.
Saying the word abuse to an abusive
person can be like lighting a tinderbox:
When you name the unmentionable
secret, he goes wild. Brad got loud,
rolled his eyes at what a hysterical
exaggerator he considered me to be,
and adopted a victim stance, saying, I
beg you to stop this. Then came the
most important part: He said in a
screeching whine, I have only put a
hand on a partner once in my life, many
years ago, and I just barely pushed her
away from me like this—and he shoved
me hard by the shoulder—after she
called my mother a sick woman.
Well, why was Brad denying a history of
assault (while actually admitting to one)
when I hadn’t said anything about
violence? The possibility that he might
be physically abusive had never
occurred to me before, but it certainly
did now. The signs were all there:
bullying Deanna that weekend and then
insisting it was for her own good; feeling
entitled to ignore an important agreement; blaming his earlier girlfriend for his
assault of her and minimizing it—the
strength of the shove he gave me would
have shaken up most women. I now
doubted that the assaultive incident he
had described was his only occasion of
physically intimidating a woman.
At this point I required Brad to leave the
workshop. I then had to deal with a
mini-insurrection from some of the other
workshop participants, who couldn’t
believe I was ejecting this gentle man
who was so in touch with his feelings.
He cries after all; how could he be
abusive?
This gentle man style of abuser tends to
be highly self-centered and demanding
of emotional catering. He may not be the
man who has a fit because dinner is late
but rather erupts because of some way
his partner failed to sacrifice her own
needs or interests to keep him content.
He plays up how fragile he is to divert
attention from the swath of destruction
he leaves behind him.
The central attitudes driving Mr.
Sensitive are:
- I’m against the macho men, so I
couldn’t be abusive.

- As long as I use a lot of psychobabble, no one is going to believe that
I am mistreating you.
- I can control you by analyzing how
your mind and emotions work, and
what your issues are from childhood.
- I can get inside your head whether
you want me there or not.
- Nothing in the world is more
important than my feelings.
- Women should be grateful to me for
not being like those other men.
RAMBO
Rambo is aggressive with everybody,
not just his partner. He gets a thrill out
of the sensation of intimidating people
and strives to handle all life situations
by subtly or overtly creating fear. He
has an exaggerated, stereotypical
view of what a man is supposed to
be, which goes hand in hand with
seeing women as delicate, inferior,
and in need of protection. Rambo
often comes from a home or neighborhood where he was the target of
violence himself and learned that the
only way to feel safe is to be stronger,
tougher, and less caring than everybody else. He has little patience for
weakness, fragility, or indecision.
Often he has a criminal record for
violence, theft, drunk driving, or drug
dealing.
Early in a relationship, Rambo is likely
to be loving and kind to his partner,
like most abusers. Because he lacks
fear—or pretends to—he can make a
woman feel safe and protected. This
style of abuser can therefore be
particularly appealing to a woman
who comes from a violent home herself or to one who is in the process of
leaving another abusive relationship.
Rambo can make you feel as though
his aggressiveness would never be
directed toward you, because he
loves you; he wishes to look after
your safety as if you were his
daughter. He enjoys the role of
protector, feeling like a gallant knight.
However, he lacks respect for
women, and this disrespect,
combined with his general violent
tendencies, means that it is only a
matter of time before he will be the
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one you need protection from.
Many highly masculine men are not
Rambo. The notion that all macho
men are likely to abuse women is
based largely on class and ethnic
prejudices, the same misconceptions
that allow Mr. Sensitive or Mr. Right to
skate by undetected. There are plenty
of tough guys out there who are
friendly to everyone and avoid
aggressive interactions whenever
possible but enjoy lifting weights,
playing rough sports, hunting, and
other aspects of stereotypical
masculinity. They may be good
fighters, but only in self-defense. It
isn’t macho that women need to watch
out for. The danger signs are violence
and intimidation toward anyone, and
disrespect and superiority toward
women.
Sometimes Rambo is a psychopath or
sociopath, which can make him all the
more emotionally abusive and in some
cases physically abusive as well.
The central attitudes driving Rambo
are:
- Strength and aggressiveness are
good; compassion and conflict
resolution are bad.
- Anything that could be even
remotely associated with homosexuality, including walking away from
possible violence or showing any fear
or grief, has to be avoided at any cost.
- Femaleness and femininity (which
he associates with homosexuality) are
inferior. Women are here to serve
men and be protected by them.
- Men should never hit women,
because it is unmanly to do so. However, exceptions to this rule can be
made for my own partner if her
behavior is bad enough. Men need to
keep their women in line.
- You are a thing that belongs to me,
akin to a trophy.
THE WATER TORTURER
The Water Torturer’s style proves that
anger doesn’t cause abuse. He can
assault his partner psychologically

without even raising his voice. He
tends to stay calm in arguments,
using his own evenness as a weapon
to push her over the edge. He often
has a superior or contemptuous grin
on his face, smug and self-assured.
He uses a repertoire of aggressive
conversational tactics at low volume,
including sarcasm, derision—such as
openly laughing at her—mimicking
her voice, and cruel, cutting remarks.
Like Mr. Right, he tends to take
things she has said and twist them
beyond recognition to make her
appear absurd, perhaps especially in
front of other people. He gets to his
partner through a slow but steady
stream of low-level emotional
assaults, and perhaps occasional
shoves or other minor acts of
violence that don’t generally cause
visible injury but may do great
psychological harm. He is relentless
in his quiet derision and meanness.
The impact on a woman of all these
subtle tactics is that either her blood
temperature rises to a boil or she
feels stupid and inferior, or some
combination of the two. In an
argument, she may end up yelling in
frustration, leaving the room crying,
or sinking into silence. The Water
Torturer then says, See, you’re the
abusive one, not me. You’re the one
who’s yelling and refusing to talk
things out rationally. I wasn’t even
raising my voice. It’s impossible to
reason with you.
The psychological effects of
living with the Water Torturer can be
severe. His tactics can be difficult to
identify, so they sink in deeply.
Women can find it difficult not to
blame themselves for their reactions
to what their partner does if they
don’t even know what to call it. When
someone slaps you in the face, you
know you’ve been slapped. But when
a woman feels psychologically
assaulted, with little idea why, after
an argument with The Water Torturer, she may turn her frustration inward. How do you seek support from
a friend, for example, when you don’t
know how to describe what is going
wrong?
The Water Torturer tends to
genuinely believe that there is
nothing unusual about his behavior.

When his partner starts to confront
him with his abusiveness—which she
usually does sooner or later—he looks
at her as if she were crazy and says,
What the hell are you talking about?
I’ve never done anything to you.
Friends and relatives who have
witnessed the couple’s interactions
may back him up. They shake their
heads and say to each other, I don’t
know what goes on with her. She just
explodes at him sometimes, and he’s
so low-key. Their children can develop
the impression that Mom blows up
over nothing. She herself may start to
wonder if there is something psychologically wrong with her.
The Water Torturer is paybackoriented like most abusive men, but he
may hide it better. If he is physically
abusive, his violence may take the
form of cold-hearted slaps for your
own good or to get you to wake up
rather than explosive rage. His moves
appear carefully thought out, and he
rarely makes obvious mistakes—such
as letting his abusiveness show in
public—that could turn other people
against him or get him in legal trouble.
If you are involved with a Water
Torturer, you may struggle for years
trying to figure out what is happening.
You may feel that you overreact to his
behavior and that he isn’t really so
bad. But the effects of his control and
contempt have crept up on you over
the years. If you finally leave him, you
may experience intense periods of
delayed rage, as you become
conscious of how quietly but deathly
oppressive he was.
This style of man rarely lasts long in
an abuser program unless he has a
court order. He is so accustomed to
having complete success with his
tactics that he can’t tolerate an
environment where the counselors
recognize and name his maneuvers
and don’t let him get away with them.
He tends to rapidly decide that his
group leaders are as crazy as his
partner and heads for the door.
The central attitudes driving the Water
Torturer are:
- You are crazy. You fly off the handle
over nothing.
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- I can easily convince other
people that you’re the one who is
messed up.
- As long as I’m calm, you can’t call
anything I do abusive, no matter how
cruel.
- I know exactly how to get under
your skin.
THE VICTIM
Life has been hard and unfair for the
Victim. To hear him tell it, his intelligence has been chronically underestimated; he has been burned by
people he trusted; and his good
intentions have been misunderstood.
The Victim appeals to a woman’s
compassion and desire to feel that
she can make a difference in his life.
He often tells persuasive and heartrending stories about how he was
abused by his former partner, sometimes adding the tragic element that
she is now restricting or preventing
his contact with his children. He
maneuvers the woman into hating his
ex-partner and may succeed in
enlisting her in a campaign of
harassment, rumor spreading, or
battling for custody.
As a counselor of abusive men, I
have dozens of times been in the
position of interviewing a man’s
former partner and then speaking with
the new one. The new partner
usually speaks at length about what a
wicked witch the woman before her
was. I can’t tell her what I know, much
as I wish I could, because of my
responsibility to protect the confidentiality and safety of the former partner.
All I can say is: I always recommend,
whenever there are claims of
emotional or physical abuse, that
women talk to each other directly and
not just accept the man’s denial.
Women sometimes ask me: But what
if a man I am dating really was
victimized by his former girlfriend?
How can I tell the difference? Here
are some things to watch for:
1. If you listen carefully, you often can
hear the difference between anger
toward an ex-partner, which would
not be worrisome in itself, and
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disrespect or contempt, which should
raise warning flags. A man who has
left a relationship with bitterness
should nonetheless be able to talk
about his ex-partner as a human
being, with some understanding of
what her side of the conflicts was and
some ways he might have contributed
to what went wrong. If he speaks in
degrading or superior ways about her,
or makes everything that went wrong
in the relationship her fault, be careful, because it is likely that he was the
abusive one.
2. Try to get him to talk about his own
conduct in the relationship, especially
around the time of the breakup. If he
blames his own behavior on her,
that’s a bad sign.
3. Be particularly careful with a man
who claims to have been the victim of
physical violence by a previous
female partner. The great majority of
men who make such claims are
physical abusers. Ask him for as
much detail as you can about the
violent incidents, and then try to talk
to her or seek out anyone else who
could give you a different perspective
on what happened. Watch for warning
signs of abusiveness.
4. Pay attention to how he talks and
thinks about abused women. A
genuine male victim tends to feel
sympathy for abused women and
support their cause. The Victim, on
the other hand, often says that
women exaggerate or fabricate their
claims of abuse or insists that men
are abused just as much as women
are.
The Victim may adopt the language of
abuse victims, claiming, for example,
that his ex-partner was focused on
power and control, disrespected him,
and always had to have her own way.
In a few years, he will be using similar
reality-inversion language about
you—unless, of course, you kowtow
to him to his satisfaction.
The Victim is highly self-centered in
relationships. Everything seems to
revolve around his wounds, and he
keeps himself at the center of attention. If you have children, he tries to
get them to feel sorry for him as well.
He seems forever to be telling you:

You don’t understand me, you don’t
appreciate me, you hold my mistakes
over my head. Yet you sense that the
dynamic is actually the other way
around. If you stand up to him about
these distortions, he tells you that you
are abusing him or says, You just can’t
tolerate my standing up to your
bullying. This recurring inversion of
reality is similar to what happens with
Mr. Sensitive, but without the introspective psychology, gentle man, or
recovering alcoholic routines. If you
leave him, you risk his seeking custody
of your children, presenting himself to
the court as the victim of your abuse
and of your efforts to turn the children
against him.
Often the Victim claims to be
victimized not only by you but also by
his boss, his parents, the neighbors, his
friends, and strangers on the street.
Everyone is always wronging him, and
he is always blameless.
When the Victim joins an abuser group,
his story tends to go like this: I put up
with my partner’s mistreatment of me
for years, and I never fought back or
even tried to defend myself. But I finally
couldn’t take it anymore, and I started
to give her back a little taste of what
she was doing to me. So now I’ve been
labeled abusive. Women are allowed to
do those things and nobody cares, but
as soon as a man does it he’s a pariah.
This line of reasoning many times
develops into a discussion of how men
are the victims of women overall in
society, because women run the world.
This is a startling distortion, given
which gender actually dominates
almost all legislatures, police departments, judgeships, businesses, and so
on ad nauseam. When I point out this
reality to the Victim, he describes a
kind of paranoid fantasy in which
women are behind the scenes secretly
pulling the strings, largely by getting
men to feel sorry for them. His capacity
for turning things into their opposites in
this way is a central cause of his
abusiveness.
If you are involved with the Victim and
want to escape his abuse, you may find
that you feel guilty toward him, despite
his treatment of you, and have difficulty
ending the relationship as a result. You
may feel that because his life has been
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so hard, you are reluctant to add to
his pain by abandoning him. You
may worry that he won’t take care of
himself if you leave, that he will
wither away from depression, won’t
eat or sleep, or might even try to kill
himself. The Victim knows how to
present himself as helpless and
pathetic so that you will find it harder
to take your own life back.
The central attitudes driving the
Victim are:
- Everybody has done me wrong,
especially the women I’ve been
involved with. Poor me.
- When you accuse me of being
abusive, you are joining the parade
of people who have been cruel and
unfair to me. It proves you’re just like
the rest.
- It’s justifiable for me to do to you
whatever I feel you are doing to me,
and even to make it quite a bit worse
to make sure you get the message.
- Women who complain of mistreatment by men, such as relationship
abuse or sexual harassment, are
anti-male and out for blood.
- I’ve had it so hard that I’m not
responsible for my actions.
THE TERRORIST
I worked for a few months with an
abused woman named Gloria who
was wondering how much longer
she would be alive. Her husband,
Gerald, would glare at her, drum his
fingers methodically on the table,
and say: You have six months left.
Things better shape up around here.
Six months. Her head would swim
and her heart would race with fear,
and she would plead with him to tell
what exactly he planned to do to her
at the end of that period. And he
would answer, with maybe just a hint
of a cold smile: “Just wait and see,
just wait and see. Six months,
Gloria.” Gerald had never laid a
hand on Gloria in the five years they
had been together, but she was
terrified. She started working with
me on making an escape plan to run
away with their two-year-old son.

The Terrorist tends to be both highly
controlling and extremely demanding.
His worst aspect, however, is that he
frequently reminds his partner that he
could physically rip her to pieces or
even kill her. He doesn’t necessarily
beat her, however; some abusers
know how to terrorize their partners
with threats, strange veiled statements,
and bizarre behaviors. One of my
violent clients cut an article out of the
newspaper about a woman who had
been murdered by her husband, and
he taped it up on the refrigerator.
Another man responded to his
partner’s announcement that she was
leaving him by spilling the blood of an
animal in front of the house. Another
client would take out his gun when he
was angry at his partner but would
insist that he was just going to clean it
and that it had nothing to do with her.
Unlike most other abusers, the
Terrorist often seems to be sadistic:
He gets enjoyment out of causing pain
and fear and seems to find cruelty
thrilling. He is likely to have been
severely abused as a child, which
generally is not true of other abusers.
However, you cannot help him to heal.
This may be difficult to accept, since
the hope of helping him overcome his
problems may be what gets you
through the terror of living with him.
The Terrorist’s problems are much too
deep for a partner to solve, as they
involve a complex weave of serious
psychological problems with the typical
destructive nature of an abuser. You
need to focus instead on getting yourself safe. The Terrorist’s top goal is to
paralyze you with fear so that you
won’t dare think of leaving him or
cheating on him. The great majority of
abusers who make lethal threats
against their partners never carry them
out, but that still leaves many who do.
The trauma of living with this kind of
terror can be profound and can make it
extremely difficult for you to think
clearly about strategies for escaping to
safety. However, most women do
manage to get out. The critical first
step is to seek confidential help as
soon as possible. Begin by calling an
abuse hotline as soon as you safely
can (such as Renewal House).
When a woman does leave the
Terrorist, he may stalk or threaten her,
and this dangerous harassment can

continue for a long time. If the couple
has children, he may attempt to get
custody or unsupervised visitation, so
that he can terrorize or control her
through the children. He also may use
information he has about her, such as
where she works or where her parents
live, to track her and to threaten her
loved ones. It is essential that friends,
relatives, courts, and communities
understand the realities of these risks
and give the woman the most complete
support and protection possible, while
simultaneously taking steps to hold the
abuser accountable. It may be possible
to stop the Terrorist from escalating to
murder, but only if he gets a strong
message that stalking and threatening
an ex-partner is unacceptable, that he
is responsible for his own actions, and
that the community is prepared to jail
him if his threatening behavior does not
stop immediately. Actions short of
these are often insufficient.
The central attitudes driving the
Terrorist are:
- You have no right to defy me or leave
me. Your life is in my hands.
- Women are evil and have to be kept
terrorized to prevent that evil from
coming forth.
- I would rather die than accept your
right to independence.
- The children are one of the best tools
I can use to make you fearful.
- Seeing you terrified is exciting and
satisfying.
THE DEMAND MAN
The Demand Man is highly entitled. He
expects his partner’s life to revolve
around meeting his needs and is angry
and blaming if anything gets in the way.
He becomes enraged if he isn’t catered
to or if he is inconvenienced in even a
minor way. The partner of this man
comes to feel that nothing she does is
ever good enough and that it is
impossible to make him happy. He
criticizes her frequently, usually about
things that he thinks she should have
done—or done better—for him.
Is every highly demanding partner an
abuser? No. There are specific
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elements to the Demand Man’s style:
1. He has little sense of give and
take. His demands for emotional
support, favors, caretaking, or sexual
attention are well out of proportion to
his contributions; he constantly feels
that you owe him, things that he has
done nothing to earn.
2. He exaggerates and overvalues his
own contributions. If he was generous
one day back in 1997, you are
probably still hearing about it today as
proof of how wonderfully he treats
you and how ungrateful you are. He
seems to keep a mental list of any
favors or kindnesses he ever does
and expects each one paid back at a
heavy interest rate. He thinks you
owe him tremendous gratitude for
meeting the ordinary responsibilities
of daily life—when he does—but
takes your contributions for granted.
3. When he doesn’t get what he feels
is his due, he punishes you for letting
him down.
4. When he is generous or
supportive, it’s because he feels like
it. When he isn’t in the mood to give
anything, he doesn’t. He is positive or
loving toward you when he feels the
need to prove to himself or to others
that he is a good person, or when
there is something that he is about to
demand in return; in other words, it’s
about him, not you. The longer you
have been with him, the more his
generous-seeming actions appear
self-serving.
5. If your needs ever conflict with his,
he is furious. At these times he
attacks you as self-centered or,
inflexible, turning reality on its head
with statements such as, All you care
about is yourself! He tends to work
hard to convince outsiders of how
selfish and ungrateful you are,
speaking in a hurt voice about all the
things he does for you.
At the same time, the Demand Man is
likely to be furious if anything is
demanded of him. Not only are you
not supposed to demand any favors,
you aren’t even supposed to ask him
to take care of his own obligations. If
you ask him to clean up a mess he’s
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left, he responds, I’m not your f**king
servant. If you ask him to pay money
he owes you or to work more hours to
help out with the household
expenses, he says, You’re a typical
woman, all you want from me is my
money. If you complain to him of how
rarely he is there for you, he’ll say,
you are a needy, controlling bitch. He
keeps twisting things around backward in these ways, so that any effort
you make to discuss your needs or
his responsibilities switches abruptly
to being about his needs and your
responsibilities.
The Demand Man is sometimes less
controlling than other abusers as long
as he is getting his needs met on his
terms. He may allow you to have your
own friendships or support you in
pursuing your own career. But the
effects on you of your partner’s
extreme entitlement can be just as
destructive as severe control.
The central attitudes driving the
Demand Man are:
- It’s your job to do things for me,
including taking care of my responsibilities if I drop the ball on them. If I’m
unhappy about any aspect of my life,
whether it has to do with our relationship or not, it’s your fault.
- You should not place demands on
me at all. You should be grateful for
whatever I choose to give.
- I am above criticism.
- I am a very loving and giving
partner. You’re lucky to have me.
THE DRILL SERGEANT
The Drill Sergeant takes controlling
behavior to its extreme, running his
partner’s life in every way that he can.
He criticizes her clothing, tells her
whether she can go out or not,
interferes with her work. He wants her
to have no one close to her, so he
ruins her relationships with friends
and relatives or simply forbids her to
see them. He may listen to her phone
calls or read her mail, or require the
children to report on her activities any
time he is away. If she isn’t home by
his appointed curfew at night, she is

at risk for abuse. She feels like a little
girl living with a tyrannical father, with
no more freedom than an eight-year-old
would have.
The Drill Sergeant is often fanatically
jealous. He verbally assaults his
partner with accusations that she is
cheating on him or checking out other
men and tosses crass and disturbing
sexual terms into his tirades. He may
augment his hateful remarks about his
partner with hideous comments about
females in general, such as, All women
are whores. The emotional experience
of these verbal attacks can be similar to
that of a sexual assault: The woman is
left feeling violated, debased, and
traumatized. At the same time, this
style of abuser more often than not is
out having affairs himself. It isn’t fidelity
he cares about; it’s possession.
The Drill Sergeant is, unfortunately,
almost sure to be physically violent
sooner or later, probably beginning with
threats and then eventually escalating
to assault. If his partner stands up to
him, such as by attempting to preserve
any of her rights to freedom, his
violence and threats are likely to
escalate until she is hurt or terrified
enough that she submits to his control.
He is at risk to beat his partner up to
the point of severe injury.
Getting away from the Drill Sergeant
can be difficult. Since he monitors the
woman’s movements so closely, it is a
challenge for her to get to a support
group for abused women or to seek
other kinds of support. Since he
isolates her from people, she has to
draw entirely on her own strength, and
many days she may feel like she
doesn’t have much strength left. And
since from time to time he is probably
openly violent, she is forced to
consider what the consequences of
attempting to leave him could be,
including whether he might try to kill
her.
If your partner is a Drill Sergeant, your
situation is a dangerous one. You may
have to use some courage—as well as
careful vigilance—to even get the
opportunity to read this book. Perhaps
you are hiding it under a mattress or
reading it at someone else’s house in
quick bits. Don’t give up. Many women
have gone through this kind of captivity
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and have found a way to escape,
even if it takes some time. The single
most important thing to do is to seek
opportunities to phone a hotline for
abused women (such as Renewal
House). Call them to speak for five
minutes if that’s all you can safely do
for now. Call every day if you can.
The hot line is the beginning of the
path to freedom.
You may be sorely tempted to have a
secret affair, since your partner
shows you so little kindness or
tenderness. A positive sexual
connection may be especially
affirming for you, because of how
sexually degrading the Drill Sergeant
tends to be. But cheating on him can
be deadly if he catches you.
Consider holding off on seeing other
men until you have gotten yourself
safe.
The Drill Sergeant often has some
psychological problems. Although
mental health issues do not cause
abusiveness, they can intensify a
man’s violent tendencies. If he sometimes seems to become convinced of
things that are obviously not true, has
trouble getting along with people in
general, was severely abused or
neglected as a child, or has other
indications of mental illness, you need
to take even greater caution.
The central attitudes driving the Drill
Sergeant are:
- I need to control your every move
or you will do it wrong.
- I know the exact way that everything should be done.
- You shouldn’t have anyone else—
or anything else—in your life besides
me.
- I am going to watch you like a hawk
to keep you from developing strength
or independence.
- I love you more than anyone in the
world, but you disgust me.
THE PLAYER
The Player is usually good looking
and often sexy. (But sometimes he
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just thinks he is.) In the early part of a
relationship he seems head over heels
in love and wants to spend as much
time as possible in bed together. He is
a pretty good lover. You may feel lucky
that you have caught someone who
knows how to turn you on and feel
proud to be seen with him. Your selfopinion gets a nice boost.
After a while, though, a few things start
to bother you. You notice that apart
from sex, his interest in you is waning,
and even his sexual energy is
dropping off a little. He seems to lock
his eyes pretty hard onto women that
walk by. He flirts with waitresses,
clerks, or even friends of yours. Sexual
undertones seem to run through most
of his interactions with females, except
for ones he finds completely unattractive. Rumors start to come back to you
that he’s been seen with this woman,
that he is sleeping with that one, that
he is pursuing another one but she
isn’t interested yet. At first you
discount these rumors as hurtful
gossip, but after a while you start to
wonder.
The Player often starts to stall on
moving in together or agreeing to be
exclusive, even though earlier he
couldn’t wait to get serious. He may
say that he’s been hurt or has a fear of
commitment (I’m just not ready), but
the real issue is that he doesn’t want
restrictions on his freedom. Much of
his satisfaction in life comes from
exploiting women and feeling like a
sexual animal. Women around the
Player seem to get angry at each other
a lot, rather than at him, and sometimes get into physical confrontations.
These tensions work out well for him,
diverting attention from his infidelity
and dishonesty. He sets up this
dynamic with some combination of the
following tactics:
1. He knows how to make each
woman feel that she’s the special one
and yet at the same time keep her off
balance, so that she never feels quite
sure of where she stands with him.
2. He tells each one that the others are
lying about their involvements with him
because they are jealous of her, or
because he turned them down, or
because he used to be involved with
them but isn’t anymore.

3. He tells each one stories about how
other women have mistreated him, or
shares other bits of information—
largely invented—to make previous, or
current, women in his life sound
conniving, vindictive, or addicted to
substances.
4. He breaks up with women and gets
back together with them, so that no
one can keep track of what’s going on.
5. He includes one or two women in
his circle who feel unattractive,
because he knows he can have more
power over them and manipulates
them into hating the women who are
seen as more attractive.
If this is your partner’s style, you won’t
necessarily ever be sure whether he is
really having sex with other women or
if he just flirts because he enjoys the
attention and likes you to feel
threatened. He may hotly deny that he
ever cheats and try to turn the tables
by accusing you of being too
suspicious. But even if he’s telling the
truth—which he probably isn’t—his
constant flirtatious behavior can be as
damaging as actual affairs. Either way,
he will damage your other relationships, because you will start to
perceive any woman as a potential
threat to you. If he has a history of
hitting on women who are close to you,
such as your sister or best friend, you
can end up isolated from the women
you care about most, because you’re
afraid he will have affairs with them
unless you keep them away.
Chronic infidelity is abusive in itself,
but the Player doesn’t stop there. He is
irresponsible, callous in dealing with
his partner’s feelings, and periodically
verbally abusive. As the relationship
progresses, he may start to go for long
periods giving his partner next to no
attention and barely speaking to her,
so she feels shelved. He probably
refuses to take responsibility for safe
sex (such as using a condom), and he
may have fathered children who he is
not supporting. His abusiveness can
escalate abruptly if he is confronted or
caught in his infidelities, and he may
turn physically frightening at this point.
In a strange but dangerous twist, the
Player sometimes hits his partner for
catching him cheating rather than the
reverse.
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The Player’s constant flirting and
cheating help him to get away with
other forms of mistreatment. His
partner is likely to focus on her hurt
feelings about his infidelities and pour
effort into stopping him from straying
and, in the process, lose sight of his
pattern of abuse. When she asks me
whether I think her partner will ever
settle down and be faithful to her—if
they get married, for example—I
answer, He may some day, but what
you will have then is a faithful abuser.
His promiscuity is a symptom of a
deeper problem: He is incapable of
taking women seriously as human
beings rather than as playthings. With
that mind-set, he’ll be a destructive
partner whether he cheats or not.

wouldn’t have to turn to other women.

The Players I have worked with sometimes claim to suffer from sex
addiction, and join Sex and Love
Addicts Anonymous (which they may
discover is a good place to pick up
women). But sex addiction doesn’t
cause dishonesty, verbal abusiveness,
or intimidating behavior. The Player is
not a sex addict at all. If he is addicted
to anything, it’s to the thrill of using
women without regard for the effects
on them.

1. Certain mental illnesses can
increase the chance that an abuser will
be dangerous and use physical
violence. These include paranoia,
severe depression, delusions or
hallucinations (psychosis), obsessivecompulsive disorder, and antisocial
personality disorder known as
psychopathy or sociopathy). These
psychiatric conditions also make it next
to impossible for an abuser to change,
at least until the mental illness has
been brought under control through
therapy and/or medication, which can
take years. Even if the mental illness is
properly treated, his abusiveness won’t
necessarily change.

The central attitudes driving the Player
are:
- Women were put on this earth to
have sex with men—especially me.
- Women who want sex are too loose,
and women who refuse sex are too
uptight.
- It’s not my fault that women find me
irresistible. (This is a word-for-word
quotation from a number of my clients.)
It’s not fair to expect me to refuse
temptation when it’s all around me;
women seduce me sometimes, and I
can’t help it.
- If you act like you need anything
from me, I am going to ignore you. I’m
in this relationship when it’s convenient
for me and when I feel like it.
- Women who want the nonsexual
aspects of themselves appreciated are
bitches.
- If you could meet my sexual needs, I

THE MENTALLY ILL OR ADDICTED
ABUSER
This last category is not actually
separate from the others; an abusive
man of any of the aforementioned
styles can also have psychiatric or
substance-abuse problems, although
the majority do not. Even when mental
illness or addiction is a factor, it is not
the cause of a man’s abuse of his
partner, but it can contribute to the
severity of his problem and his
resistance to change. When these
additional problems are present, it is
important to be aware of the following
points:

abusers but can be important. Those
who suffer from this condition lack a
conscience and thus are repeatedly
involved in behaviors that are harmful to
others. Some signs of this condition
include: (a) He started getting into
illegal behavior when he was still a
teenager; (b) his dishonest or
aggressive behavior involves situations
unrelated to his partner, rather than
being restricted to her; (c) he
periodically gets into trouble at workplaces or in other contexts for stealing,
threatening, or refusing to follow
instructions and is likely to have a
considerable criminal record by about
age thirty, though the offenses may be
largely minor ones; (d) he is severely
and chronically irresponsible in a way
that disrupts the lives of others or
creates danger; and (e) he tends to
cheat on women a lot, turn them
against each other, and maintain
shallow relationships with them. The
psychopath’s physical violence is not
necessarily severe, contrary to the
popular image, but he may be very
dangerous nonetheless. Antisocial
personality disorder is very difficult to
change through therapy, and there is no
effective medication for treating it. It is
highly compatible with abusiveness
toward women.

3. The potential danger of a mentally ill
abuser has to be assessed by looking
at the severity of his psychiatric symptoms in combination with the severity
of his abuse characteristics. Looking at
his psychiatric symptoms alone can
lead to under-estimating how
dangerous he is.

5. Those who suffer from narcissistic
personality disorder have a highly
distorted self-image. They are unable to
accept that they might have faults and
therefore are unable to imagine how
other people perceive them. This
condition is highly compatible with
abusiveness, though it is present in only
a small percentage of abusive men.
Clues to the presence of this disorder
include: (a) your partner’s selfcenteredness is severe, and it carries
over into situations that don’t involve
you; (b) he seems to relate everything
back to himself; and (c) he is outraged
whenever anyone criticizes him and is
incapable of considering that he could
ever be anything other than kind and
generous. This disorder is highly
resistant to therapy and is not treatable
with medication. The abuser with this
disorder is not able to change substantially through an abuser program either,
although he sometimes makes some
minor improvements.

4. Antisocial personality disorder is
present in only a small percentage of

6. Many abusers who are not mentally
ill want women to think that they are,

2. An abuser’s reactions to going on or
off medication are unpredictable. A
woman should take extra precautions
for her safety at such a time. Abusers
tend to go off medication before long—
I have had few clients who were consistent and responsible about taking
their meds in the long term. They don’t
like the side effects, and they are too
selfish to care about the implications of
the mental illness for their partners or
children.
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New Laws
in order to avoid responsibility for their
ileneand behavior.
attitudes
Substance abuse, like mental illness,
does not cause partner abuse but can
increase the risk of violence. Like the
mentally ill abuser, the addicted abuser
doesn’t change unless he deals with his
addiction, and even that is only the first
step.
The attitudes driving the mentally ill or
addicted batterer are the same as those
of other abusers and will likely follow the
pattern of one of the nine styles
described above. In addition, the
following attitudes tend to be present:
- I am not responsible for my actions
because of my psychological or
substance problems.
- If you challenge me about my
abusiveness, you are being mean to
me, considering these other problems I
have. It also shows that you don’t understand my other problems.
- I’m not abusive, I’m just ________
(alcoholic, drug addicted, manicdepressive, an adult child of alcoholics,
or whatever his condition may be).
- If you challenge me, it will trigger my
addiction or mental illness, and you’ll be
responsible for what I do.
Although I have focused on the
emotionally abusive styles of these
different kinds of abusers, any of them
may also use physical violence,
including sexual assault. Although the
Terrorist and the Drill Sergeant are
especially likely to become dangerous,
they are not the only ones who may do
so. Many abusers occasionally use
physical violence or threats as a way to
intimidate you when they feel that their
power or control over you is slipping;
violence for them is a kind of trump card
they use when their normal patterns of
psychological abuse are not getting
them the degree of control they feel
entitled to.
If you are concerned about how
dangerous your partner may be, pick up
a copy of Why Does He Do That? Inside
the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men,
Is He Going to Get Violent? in Chapter
6, and Leaving an Abuser Safely in
Chapter 9.

Other great books by Lundy Bancroft are: incident occurred would be a “hardship”
The Batterer as Parent, When Dad Hurts to make complaints to any local law
Mom, and Should I Stay or Should I go?
enforcement agency in the State, even
if the incidents did not take place in that
In April 2006, Renewal House had the
jurisdiction. The police agency taking
pleasure of hosting a workshop for our
the report and DIR will promptly forward
community, with Lundy Bancroft as the
the information to the police agency
presenter. We hope that you found this
with jurisdiction over the location where
information to be informative and in no
the incident occurred. Effective
way do we feel that only men can be
October 7, 2019.
abusive.
Community Education is Always Key!

Renewal House Expands
We are excited to announce that we are
expanding our office into the house on
5 Chapel Street as of October 1st.
With 14 staff members at 3 Chapel
Street, it can be a little crowded. We
were thrilled with the opportunity to lease
the space next door so that victims and
survivors are afforded the quality of
service, confidentiality, and safety they
deserve.

Below are a few of 2019 Domestic
Violence Related Laws Approved
By Legislature and Signed By
Governor, provided by the NYS Coalition

Adds Economic Abuse to Social
Services Law
Chapter 153 (A5608 Weinstein/S2625
Lanza)
In 2013, New York State expanded the
family offense law to include certain
forms of economic abuse. At the time,
similar changes were not made to the
Social Services Law, creating an inconsistency in the laws. This bill makes
conforming changes to the definition of
DV in the Social Services Law to reflect
the prior changes made to the
Domestic Relations Law and the Family
Court Act. Effective Immediately.
Revenge Porn
Chapter 109 (A5981 Braunstein/S1719C
Martinez)

Criminalizes intentional, nonconsensual disclosures of sexually
explicit images that were obtained
Workplace Time Off for DV Victims
under reasonable expectations of
Chapter 176 (A5618 Weinstein/S1040
privacy as a Class A misdemeanor.
Persaud)
Allows victims to seek civil remedy
against offenders. Allows victims to
Adds status as a victim of DV as a
obtain a court order to permanently
protected class under the employment
remove an intimate image from the
provisions of the Human Rights Law.
Internet while preventing an Internet
Allows employees a reasonable
accommodation in taking time off to seek company from being held liable for the
medical attention or counseling or appear activities of its users. Effective
in court on matters related to incidents of September 21, 2019.
domestic violence, including child
Gender Expression Nonprotective proceedings, unless time off
Discrimination Act (GENDA)
would constitute an undue hardship for
the employer. Employers would have the Chapter 8 (A585A Cahill/S659A
option of requiring that employees charge Salazar)
this time to accumulated leave credits or,
where such leave credits are unavailable, Prohibits discrimination based on
gender identity or expression and
take unpaid leave. Effective
includes offenses regarding gender
November 20, 2019.
identity or expression under the hate
Reporting DV Incidents Regardless of crimes statute. Discriminatory
Provisions Effective Immediately;
Where Incident Occurred
Hate Crime Provisions Effective
Chapter 152 (A4467A Zebrowski/S1243B
November 1, 2019.
Carlucci)
Against Domestic Violence

Allows DV victims who allege that
returning to the community where a DV

Creating Hope for the Future
Renewal House
3 Chapel Street
Canton, NY 13617
315-379-9845
renewalhouse@verizon.net
www.slvrenewalhouse.org

Renewal House funding sources:
NYS Office of Victim Services

Fall 2019 Newsletter
I have enclosed my tax-deductible donation in support of the programs
and services offered at RENEWAL HOUSE.

NYS Office of Children and Family Services

$250 ______

$100 ______

NYS Department of Criminal Justice Services
$75

______

$50 ______

Other Amount _______

NYS Coalition Against Sexual Assault
I give permission for my name to be listed on the donor
NYS Department of Health
St. Lawrence County Department of
Social Services
Legislative Award - Senator Ritchie
Legal Aid Society of Northeastern New York

appreciation report in the next newsletter.
I do NOT want my donation to be recognized.
NAME: _____________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________

United Way of Northern New York
FEMA

___________________________________________________________
Please make checks payable to RENEWAL HOUSE and mail to:

Stewarts Holiday Fund
Donations and Fundraising

3 Chapel Street, Canton, NY 13617.
Your support is greatly appreciated!
Visit our website at www.slvrenewalhouse.org to donate by Credit Card.

